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Abstract—A major problem in Digital Forensics (DF) is the
often huge volumes of data that has to be searched, filtered, and
indexed to discover patterns that could lead to forensic evidence.
The nature of, and the process by which the data was collected
also means that the data contain information about persons that
are not involved, or only incidentally involved in the crime under
investigation. Privacy is therefore another potential issue that
needs to be dealt with in a DF investigation. This paper shows
that techniques of the Team Formation (TF) task can be used to
address both of these problems.

The TF task can be formulated to fit the DF arena: to commit
a crime, the culprit(s) may require the assistance of several
other individuals, which implies that a team of some sort gets
established. During a post-mortem DF analysis, an investigator
may only have one, or a few names to start with. One of the key
challenges is finding possible co-conspirators. From a TF point
of view, the culprit is trying to find the best team to commit the
crime. This paper proposes that automated techniques could be
used to discover potential teams from the data.

The TF task in DF requires the recording of skill-sets, and
the generation and/or discovery of a graph depicting interaction
between candidates. If the data consist of an email corpus and
peoples’ roles in an organisation (such as in the Enron data),
both of these are available.

We consider the TF problem in general and extend it to the
DF arena by considering the information that an investigator
may have access to during the investigation.

Index Terms—Digital Forensics, Digital Forensic Investigation,
Cyber-crime, Team-formation, Social Network Analysis, Expert
Finding

I. INTRODUCTION

The post-mortem forensics analysis of communications

data, such as an email corpus can be an extremely difficult and

time-consuming task due to the volume and weakly structured

nature of the data. The analysis process usually involves a

traditional brute-force search for specific patterns, filtering to

reduce the search space, and indexing of the resulting docu-

ments or parts of documents. The patterns, filters and indexing

mechanisms are often hand-crafted by the investigator, usually

specific to the potential crime being investigated.

Proposals use machine learning [1] and data-mining tech-

niques [2] to guide the investigator’s efforts by highlighting

‘low-hanging fruit’. These techniques and tools save time and

allow the investigator to more quickly find results that could

lead to evidence.

The creation and formation of teams has been studied in

operations research and the management and social sciences.

In operations research the Team Formation (TF) problem

consists of assigning people with certain skills to a task to be

accomplished, for example building a software development

team. In the social sciences the TF techniques often used

to do a post-hoc discovery of teams, by using individuals’

communication patterns.

Crimes often involve the creation of teams, where a team

would not be as rigid and designed as in the case of a software

development team. Such a team is likely to be sub-optimal

from a skills perspective, as there would be the additional

constraint that the potential team member would have to

be willing, or be able to be coerced to commit acts that

would assists in the crime. There may even be unwitting team

members, who participates in the crime through the simple act

of doing their jobs. The TF task in the planning and execution

of a crime therefore has possible additional dimensions.

This paper shows that techniques used in TF discovery

can be applied to the DF task to automatically discover

potential teams involved in the crime. This means that the

investigator has a much smaller set of potential culprits to start

investigating, using more traditional investigation techniques.

It also has the benefit that the investigator does not need to look

at the data of potentially innocent persons whose data happens

to form part of the corpus. This has positive implications for

privacy.

The TF problem is therefore considered from the perspective

of the culprit(s): if they wanted to commit a crime, who

would the best team be to accomplish this? The word ‘team’

should be considered a loose term, as the team may involved

people who are simply doing their normal jobs, or may involve

people, who has information required to accomplish aspects of

the crime, and may or may not know that they are providing

the information to aid in the commission of a crime.

Applying TF techniques can be viewed as intelligent auto-

mated filters that aim to (hopefully substantially) reduce the

list of potential suspects. As in any investigation, these per-

sons should remain ‘just’ suspects until further corroborating

evidence is found.

To illustrate the concepts of applying TF discovery in

DF, the Enron email corpus1 was used as the data under

investigation. Since the Enron data-set has undergone several

releases in which data has been removed (at the request of

persons whose data was within the data-set) the data provided

1The Enron corpus was downloaded from http://tinyurl.com/myjmcjl
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can no longer be used to identify those who were indicted,

implicated, or sentenced – hence, for the moment, we cannot

provide error rates or accuracy (recall and precision), however,

it is important to understand that the purpose of the proposed

techniques is not to provide an automated system for solving

cyber-crime – the purpose is to provide tools and techniques

that can guide an investigator through the investigation, and

importantly, potentially protect the privacy of parties that may

not be involved in the crime.

A. Contribution

This paper contributes to the field of Digital Forensics

(DF) by applying techniques of the Team Formation (TF)

task from a digital forensic perspective. It is argued that the

TF task can be applied during a post-mortem analysis of

seized data to guide the investigator, by narrowing down the

list of suspects, focusing on persons of immediate interest,

and avoiding investigating potentially innocent persons. To

facilitate the use of TF, however, the team formation task has

to be placed in the correct context.

In general, TF considers social network graphs and potential

team members’ skills and expertise to build a team to complete

a specific task. The important difference between this work

and others is that the team formation problem is framed in

the DF paradigm, specifically with the focus on guiding the

investigator during the analysis.

It is shown that standard Information Retrieval (IR) tech-

niques can be employed to extract information from an email

corpus, that can lead to identifying teams. The formulation

of the TF task in the DF paradigm will allow further research

into automation of the guidance provided to the investigator. A

formal notation for the TF task is also proposed. This notation

can be used when reasoning about the team formation problem

in this and future research.

Additionally, by allowing the investigator to focus specifi-

cally on persons of interest (i.e those in the team), the privacy

of others whose data forms part of the seized data may be

protected.

B. Structure of the paper

The rest of the paper is structured as follows:

• Section II provides background information on DF, the

TF task and related work.

• Section III frames the TF task in the DF paradigm, and

provides formal definitions for ranking individuals.

• Section IV provides some examples of the application of

the ideas presented in the paper to the Enron mail corpus.

• Finally, section V provides concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Reformulation of the team formation problem concerns

itself with two important pieces of work. Firstly, DF provides

the paradigm within which the problem is contextualised,

secondly, the team formation problem provides the concepts

and tools needed to reformulate and understand the problem.

Each of these is discussed in turn in the following sections.

A. Digital Forensics

Digital Forensics (DF) is defined as the “...preservation,

collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation,

documentation and presentation of evidence in a digital context

[3].” Using sound forensic techniques and proper controls

digital data that could potentially be evidence is gathered,

analysed and presented in context as part of the cyber-crime

investigation. Politt [4] calls this the creation of a narrative.

This paper is concerned with digital evidence in the form

of data. In particular, the post-mortem analysis (as opposed to

live analysis) of de-obfuscated data. Since data can be hidden,

a lot of DF research goes into the finding and identification

of data. These techniques involve file-carving to find deleted

data [5], [6], similarity hashes to identify files or parts of files

[7], [8], to name but two2. Once data has been de-obfuscated,

that is, their meaning can be readily inferred, an analysis on

the content can be done which will contribute to the narrative.

The analysis of the data can also be seen as a de-obfuscating

effort (since data is now added to the narrative, and therefore

its meaning in the narrative becomes clear). However, this pa-

per will stick to the term analysis in order to avoid confusion.

Sifting through large volumes of data is typically accom-

plished through brute force approaches in which strings of

data are matched against search queries, or where meta-data

is matched against search queries. Such meta data consists of

file-types, time-stamps, file-ownership and so on. Fei et al.

[1] propose the use of Self-Organising Maps (SOMs) [9] to

guide the investigator. Their technique uses meta-data to detect

anomalies in the data, and the investigator is thus guided by

focussing analysis on those pieces of data.

Beebe has proposed the use of text-mining to achieve better

retrieval rates [10] and as a way to search through large

corpora [2], and Pollitt has shown that Natural Language

Processing (NLP) techniques such as Named Entity Extraction

(NEE) can be useful during the creation of the narrative [4].

The use of automated guidance during a forensic investi-

gation is therefore well established, and this paper builds on

those ideas.

B. Expert finding and Team Formation

Finding experts is the problem of identifying individuals

who may hold knowledge. This particular problem dates back

as far as the 1990s [11], and the particular challenge set by

the text-retrieval conference (TREC) in 2005 set the scene for

renewed research in the field [12].

The particular problem in expert finding is estimating the

expertise of an individual. Most notable approaches [11], [13]

use a probability distribution model in order to estimate the

expertise level. Zhang et al. [14] proposes a propagation based

approach to finding an expert within a social network.

The use of social graphs to find criminal associations has

been studied by Xu et al [15]. They use shortest-path algo-

rithms to identify associations in criminal networks. However,

2The decryption of data is also, of course, part of the de-obfuscation
problem.
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their evaluation is run purely on the associativity of the links

in the network.

Once an expert is found, a social graph is typically used to

establish a team of experts within the graph. Team formation

is a well researched problem outside digital forensics. Lappas

et al [16] make use of minimum-span trees to build a team

of experts on topics within a social graph. They show that

constructing such a structure is NP-Hard.

Rangapuram et al. [17] extend team formation as presented

by Lappas et al to include budget and location constraints.

They also allow an upper bound on the team size, and well as

a constraint to indicate the minimum level of expertise required

to complete the task the team is identified for.

Rahman [18] considers the team formation problem from an

economic perspective, and the concept of opaque and translu-

cent teams are introduced. An opaque team shares knowledge

within the team in order to maximise the operation of the team.

In a translucent team, some information may purposefully

remain hidden in order to enhance the attractiveness of the

team. Such translucent teams, although not part of this paper,

may provide an interesting topic of study once the team

formation problem in the DF sphere is well defined.

The following section formulates the TF task in DF.

III. THE TEAM FORMATION PROBLEM IN DIGITAL

FORENSICS

Generally speaking, a (cyber-)criminal contemplating a

crime has the same problem as a project manager: find a

team that will successfully complete a project. The project

requires a specific set of skills and/or knowledge related to

the task. A project manager aims to find the best group of

experts that the budget will afford. All the team members will

have full knowledge of their role in the team. On the other

hand, the criminal has a more complex notion of ‘afford’,

in that the criminal should be able to convince or influence

potential members to commit parts of the crime. This means

that the team may well not consist of the ‘best’ experts. The

are also likely to be team ‘members’ who are not aware of

their role in the crime, or even be aware that a crime is

being commitment, through the simple execution of their jobs,

or sharing of their knowledge. We define ‘aid’ as either the

execution of a specific task, such as a job function, or the

sharing of specific knowledge to assist in the execution of

specific tasks.

The team formation problem is therefore formulated for DF

investigations, as follows:

Definition I The Team Formation Problem in a Digital

Forensics Context

Given a set of individuals Ψ, a set of topics they have knowl-

edge about Θ, a graph depicting their communication habits

G =< V,E >, (where V is a set of vertices representing

the individuals and E is a set representing the edge between

the vertices from V ) and a topical definition of a committed

act, find Γ ⊂ Ψ which depicts a likely team needed to either

commit the act, or who will be able to provide aid in order

for the act to be committed.

A formal definition of the notation in formulating the team

formation problem in the DF context is provided in definition

III-A.

It is important to understand the notion of a ‘likely’ team.

The suspect may not have looked for the most influential

people, or all the experts in order to commit a crime, any

person who has the knowledge or can lead to knowledge

may be sufficient. In particular the criminal may have had

individuals in mind who had knowledge, and whom he would

be able to influence.

This leads to a paradox in the existing definitions of team

formation: teams may not consist of the best choices, and may

more than likely resemble translucent teams [18] in which the

criminal and co-conspirators hold a residual claim on the team.

This paradox is defined as follows.

Definition II The Team Formation Problem Paradox

In order to accomplish the task at hand, the cyber-criminal’s

choice in team may not consist of the experts, or seats of

power in the organisation. Normal team formation analysis

techniques rely on building a team from influential people

or experts, meaning traditional team formation analysis tech-

niques may be of limited use in this case.

Additionally, the suspect may not be part of the team

produced during a traditional TF analysis.

This does not mean that traditional team formation analysis

techniques are useless. Since traditional team formation cou-

pled with Social Network Analysis (SNA) provides valuable

information on the potential team that could be formed, they

can act as a good guide during the investigative process.

The team formation problem as defined above therefore

requires de-obfuscated data from which the following can be

derived: a social graph for the persons under investigation,

topics extracted from the data, and a framing of the act in

terms of the topics. This last concept is important, since the

investigator must have enough knowledge of the domain being

investigated in order to frame the act in terms of the topics,

which leads to the following definition of the act or crime.

Definition III The Crime as a Task

In the team formation problem for cyber-crime an act, is a

task that can be defined based on knowledge that is required to

complete it. Knowledge can be encoded into language phrases,

of which several can be used to define the act.

Based on the above requirements, the team formation prob-

lem is considered with respect to seized email data. The choice

of using email data aids in:

1) Constructing a social graph from the email data can be

easily automated.

2) Extracting topics from the data can be approximated by

performing noun-phrase-, and named entity extraction.

Moreover, general IR techniques allows the easy index-

ing of large email corpora.

3) The terms used to define the act will correspond to the

extracted terms and can thus be used during the guided

investigation.

The following section considers the the examination of

email data.
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A. Examining Email Corpora

Given the team formation problem as defined in Defini-

tion III, this section considers the identification of what is

termed a candidate team. This is a team that consists of all the

individuals that could potentially form part of an ideal team.

An ideal team is a team that may have fit the requirements of

the suspect.

The Aardvark social search engine [13] attempted to find

individuals that may have been able to answer questions from

other individuals. It did so by determining the likelihood that

a particular individual would be able to answer a question

on a certain topic. Aardvark uses NLP techniques, as well as

crafted profiles to build its model of users and their ability to

answer question on particular topics.

The paper builds on this idea, by showing that an easy

approximation for topics, and the social network of the in-

dividuals can be used to build a likely team (Definition III)

for committing the crime.

To accomplish this the following is to be done prior to the

analysis phase:

1) Create an index on topics for the corpus,

2) Create a communications network for the users of the

mail system,

3) Define the act using nomenclature from the enterprise

context,

4) Generate a sub-graph depicting the individuals involved

in communication about the topic,

5) Use the sub-graph as a basis for further analysis and

investigation.

The set of topics each team member is knowledgeable on

is derived through IR techniques from the seized email corpus

S.

For any corpus S, the following is defined for the team

formation problem in cyber-security:

Definition IV Team formation problem notation

1) Θ represents all topics embedded in S,

2) θ ∈ Θ is the set of all topics that forms part of a search

on S.

3) Ψ represents all the individuals within the corpus,

4) δu represents all the documents directly related to indi-

vidual u ∈ Ψ. Directly related means that this individual

has a copy of this document in their possession.

5) ψ ⊆ Ψ is the set of individuals who are under consid-

eration. It may be that certain individuals are excluded

from the investigation from the start, therefore, although

S may be about Ψ, only the set ψ is under consideration.

As the investigation progresses more individuals may be

added to Ψ and removed from ψ (or vice versa).

6) δtu is the set of all documents for user u on topic t ∈ Θ
7) util(u) is a utility rating for u.

8) G =< V,E > is the social graph depicting the

interaction between all u ∈ Ψ, with V ⊆ Ψ and

E = {(uk, uj)|uk, uj ∈ V }

For every individual in S, it is clear that their share of

the mail will be a representation of the set of topics they

deal with on a daily basis. Having no other information, it is

reasonable to assume that this is a reflection of their knowledge

on different topics. Consider for example the employee that

spends ninety percent of their time corresponding about new

contracts. It is reasonable to assume that they have knowledge

on contracts and at least some of the process around them.

The utility of this individual to the team is thus a function of

the probability distribution given for the user given that topic

t is discussed.

util(u) = p(ui|t) (1)

The utility function is purposefully provided as a function

that could be used as part of an objective function calculation.

Since 1 can be changed to represent specific constraints. As

it stands, equation 1, assumes a steady state – that is, no new

information as it becomes available during the investigation is

considered. Consider for example a deposition which reveals

beyond doubt that a particular individual had knowledge

pertinent to the investigation. Thus, the utility function could

be modified to reflect this, and the selection of candidate team

would change.

Searching for the topic α ∈ Θ, the result corpus s ∈ S will

contain emails exchanged by individuals within the enterprise.

Depending on the nature of the topic, the likelihood of an

individual ui corresponding (either receiving or sending an

email) on the particular topic is (using Bayes’ theorem):

p(ui|t) =
p(t|ui)p(ui)

p(t) .

Since S is available as the sample space, it is easy to

calculate p(t|ui)p(ui) = p(ui∩ t). Which in turn is calculated

as in equation 2.

p(ui ∩ t) =
|∆t

u|

|S|
(2)

Here δtu is the set of all documents covering topic t from

individual u (as defined in III-A), and |S| is the size of the

entire corpus.

Individuals can now be ranked based on the utility they

could potentially add to the team (since
∑

ui∈Ψ p(ui|t) = 1).

Based on the utility rank and the search result, it is possible

to construct G′ =< V ′, E′ > where G′ ⊆ G, with the con-

straint that V ′ ⊆ V . G′ is thus a sub-graph of G which depicts

only the correspondence on topics t. From the investigator’s

view point, G′ presents the candidate team for aiding in a

crime that requires knowledge on the subjects that will come

from the individuals in the graph.

The resulting candidate team graph G′ can then be used in

well known social network techniques such as centrality, span-

tree’s to determine teams, and dense sub-graphs. However, at

this point, the investigator can simply use the G′ to guide the

analysis of particular emails that could be evidence.

Now that the concepts behind the team formation problem

have been articulated, the following section provides some

initial samples in using the generation of G′ on the Enron

email corpus.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In 2001, the Enron energy company was embroiled in a

scandal relating to unlawful and unethical financial practices.

Enron basically used complex financial techniques in order to

hide their losses, thereby artificially boosting the company’s

stock value. During the investigation, the email of several

hundred of the key employees in Enron was seized and

analysed.

Subsequently, the corpus was purchased and released by

Andrew McCallum who prepared the content and released the

emails in a folder-based hierarchy, all in mbox (RFC4155)

format [19]. Petitions by several individuals resulted in their

emails being removed from the corpus, and the result is a

corpus of one-hundred and fifty individuals spanning around

517,000 emails.

There has been a lot of research done on the corpus,

including data mining, social network analysis based on the

communication links between individuals, and so on. The

ideas presented here are (as far as the authors are aware) the

first examination of a team formation problem on the Enron

corpus – specifically with the team formation problem framed

in the DF context.

The purpose of the experiment for this paper was to consider

the team formation problem on a real-world set of data. It

is shown that very simple techniques can go a long way in

providing guidance to the investigator when sifting through

volumes of data.

The experiment was conducted based on the steps outlined

in section III-A:

1) The entire email corpus (that was made available) was

indexed, and an inverted index was created. This resulted

in around 780,000 unique search terms for the 517424

emails all stored in RFC822 mbox format.

2) For the communications network (or social network

graph) of the persons involved.

3) Several key phrases representing ’topics’ were used to

search the corpus (thus describing the act in terms of

knowledge needed to commit or to aid in committing),

4) A sub-graph of the individuals who communicated about

the topics was created, and merged into a graph that

represents a candidate team for the act.

Some more comments on the techniques used are in order.

The term dictionary constructed from the corpus contains

terms stemmed using the Porter stemmer, and queries run

against the term database are stemmed before the search is

done. The social network graph for the employees consists

of the interaction between Enron employees based on their

in-box and sent mail folders.

Although the graph consists of all persons interacting based

on the information from the mentioned sources, the visual

graphs presented are restricted in two ways: firstly, only indi-

viduals from within Enron are displayed on the visualisation,

and secondly, based on the likelihood calculation presented in

equation 1, only a limited number of individuals are included

in the graph. Both of these reasons are purely for a ease

of viewing consideration: a visual graph depicting too many

vertexes and their links quickly degrades in readability and

thus meaning (in printed format). It was thus decided to limit

the number of nodes to something that would be meaningful

and would be easily digestible.

Figures 1 (page 5) and 2 (page 5) represent a constrained

sub-graph for the topics ‘regulation’ and ‘service provider’

(both provide the utility value for each individual in parenthe-

sis).

query: [regulation], Nodes=20 (of 143)

kean-s (0.207680)

dasovich-j (0.200405)

shapiro-r (0.050101)

kaminski-v (0.035026)

steffes-j (0.015375)

fossum-d (0.015000)

kitchen-l (0.013200)

sanders-r (0.013125)

lay-k (0.011400)

lokay-m (0.012000)

taylor-m (0.044176)

shackleton-s (0.028201)

haedicke-m (0.025726)

mann-k (0.018225) jones-t (0.012900)

nemec-g (0.010725)

symes-k (0.022876)

germany-c (0.018975)

campbell-l (0.016425)

hain-m (0.015000)

Fig. 1. Candidate Team for topic ‘regulation’

query: [service provider], Nodes=20 (of 149)

dasovich-j (0.125795)

kean-s (0.077939)

shapiro-r (0.024620)

lokay-m (0.014593)

sanders-r (0.013732)

kaminski-v (0.051036)

beck-s (0.016089)

lay-k (0.012946)

jones-t (0.019157)

shackleton-s (0.030046)

taylor-m (0.025294)

mann-k (0.021253)

nemec-g (0.016576)

haedicke-m (0.019083)

lewis-a (0.021103)

scott-s (0.018858)

symes-k (0.017773) fossum-d (0.016127)

keavey-p (0.012946)

hain-m (0.014218)

Fig. 2. Candidate Team for topic ‘service provider’

Figure 1 shows several vertexes that are disconnected – this

revealed individuals who were corresponding about ‘regula-

tion’ but likely not with parties in Enron.
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Lack of space prevents the presentation of all the sub-

graphs, however, the candidate team graph which includes

the topics presented above is provided in 3. The following

’topics’ were used for the generation: “Federal Energy Reg-

ulatory Commission”, “Regulation”, “Audit”, “Contract”, and

“Service Provider”.

query: [Federal Energy Regulatory Commission;regulation;Audit;Contract;Service Provider], Nodes=20

beck-s

kitchen-l

haedicke-m

campbell-l

farmer-d

kean-s

lewis-a

shapiro-r

taylor-m

jones-t

kaminski-v

nemec-g

mann-k

shackleton-s

dasovich-j

sanders-r

hain-m

germany-c

symes-k fossum-d

Fig. 3. Sub-graph for candidate team for query “Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission”, “Regulation”, “Contract”, and “Service Provider”

Just visual inspection of these graphs already provide good

clues as to who the individuals with potential knowledge

to help with the act are. Knowledge of the structure of the

organisation would enable the investigator to follow potential

leads – thus the sub-graph can provide guided investigation.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper reformulated the team formation problem within

the DF paradigm. Since the team formulation problem is well

defined outside of the DF paradigm, it is necessary to place it

within the DF context in order to understand it properly. This

allows the finer nuances and requirements dictated by the DF

paradigm to be understood. In turn, this allows future work to

aim specifically at solving particular problems in light of the

reformulation. In addition, the team formation problem allows

the investigator to be guided by the data within the system. It is

important to understand that the proposed techniques should

not be considered to be an automated system for solving a

cyber-crime, these techniques should only act as a guide for

the investigator.

The team formation problem is thus considered from the

suspect’s point of view: a crime is defined with respect to

topics that are covered by the individuals in the organisation.

The team formation problem then identifies the candidate team

which would likely be able to complete the task (i.e. commit

the crime).

This candidate team provides the investigator with clues

about the individuals within the organisation that may have

formed part of the team, or those that may have been used

by the suspect in order to complete his task. The important

contribution is that the investigator is provided with a guided

approach to investigate a large volume of data, thereby fo-

cussing the investigation. Additionally, there is an important

benefit for privacy of third parties (persons whose emails form

part of the seized corpus, but who have nothing to do with the

act under investigation). There will be important implications

for the investigator and investigation techniques, and further

investigation here is also warranted.

The paper also defined formal notations and definitions as

the starting point for reasoning and arguing about the team

formation problem in the digital forensics perspective. This

formal notation can be used as a foundation for future research

in this paradigm.

Now that the team formation problem has been formulated

for the DF paradigm, it becomes possible to define some future

areas of research. These include: using NLP for better topic

extraction, such as noun-phrases, or named entities. Once these

have been extracted, the investigator can be presented with

these ’topics’ as a search filter. Such an approach would mean

the investigator no longer needs to carefully craft the search

terms, but can rely on the automated system.

Future work would also include comparing the results from

the techniques proposed herein to regular social network

analysis techniques.

Rahman introduced the concept of translucent team [18] in

which a team has members that may withhold information

from other team members. The effect of such a team within

DF would be important to understand, since a cyber-criminal

may employ such a team in order to commit a crime – thereby

keeping knowledge of the crime away from those who may

be able provide evidence.
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